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The Wall Street Mill complex consisted of four structures :
mill and its machinery;
the well and accompanying pump; a bunk house^
now
partially
collapsed;
an outhouse or
~
now almost totally collapsed!."
The stamp mill building is framed with heavy timber and built on a downward sloping
hillside to take advantage of gravity in the milling process* The roof and some of the
exterior walls are covered with corrugated sheet metal, while some of the exterior walls
have either vertical or horizontal wooden siding, At the top of the building a long
wooden ramp supports the track of an ore tramway which carried ore from where it was
unloaded from trucks to the top of the mill above the two-stamp Baker Iron Kbrks crusher,
A gasoline engine powered the mill; it was built by the Western Gas Mgine Company of Los
Angeles under patents dated 1906, It nad a speed of 3^0 revolutions per minute, A Myer
concentrating table was used in separating the gold from the ore,
This mill building is generally in good condition, although missing various windows,
some floor boards and a stair.
The bunk house was a two storey structure which has partially collapsed in such fashion
that it is difficult to ascertain what the original configuration of the building was*
The walls are of wood frame construction, built directly on the earth without foundations,
These walls are covered with rolled mineral surface paper held in place by broad-headed
nails and wooden battens. There is no stair to the second floor and apparently never was
one — access must have been by exterior ladder. The ground floor featured a bedroom, a
kitchen, and a living room or parlor with a rubble stone fireplace. Crudely and flirasily
built and much decayed, this bunkhouse is not regarded as being of significance,
The outhouse or privy, located some distance from the bunkhouse, is in an advanced state
of collapse. The roof is missing except for three rafters; part of one side wall is gone;
the door is missing; there is a large gap in the front wall beside the missing door,
Like the bunkhouse, this ruin is not regarded as being of significance,
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STATEMENT,OF SIGNIFICANCE

The Wall Street Mill is of local technological/mechanical significance under the
general category of Industry. The significance is due to the fact that it is a complete
and operable gold^ore cru§hlng^mill featuring late-19th Century two-stamp mill machinery*
Consequently "tie'Mgnificance encompasses the mill machinery, the building which houses
it, the well which supplied water for the mill's operation, and the well pump. The
adjacent, partially collapsed two-storey bunk house and the nearby collapsed outhouse
or privy are regarded as irrelevant to the significance of the property.
The historical background is as follows;
The well at this location was used as early as 18°6 to supply water for cattle, but
it was not until 1928 that Earl Mclnnes and Oren Booth filed a claim on the well and
adjacent land for use as a mill site. They may have built at least part of the frame
bunkhouse. By July, 1930, however, they had sold out to William F. Keys and his wife,
who recorded their ownership on July 9, 1930,
The two-stamp gold ore crushing mill was built by the Baker Iron Works in Los Angeles
for E. Holland & Company in 1891. This was much smaller than the mill plants usually
f
employed in important mines, yet much more sophisticated equipment than the average
prospector and miner could afford. It was shipped probably by rail to Indio, then by
wagon up Blue Cut Canon to Pinon Wells where initially it was used. About 1912 it passed
to Sherwood & Company, and reportedly milled ore from the Dewey Mine,
Bill Keys reportedly purchased the mill in^ 1932,r or 1933, and it was apparently he who
movefcritf to its present site and erected the rather crude building which housed it.
Keys operated the mill intermittently for about ten years, using it to crush ore from
his various claims and, for a fee, to crush ore for other prospectors in the region who
had no milling plant of their own. The plant apparently employed a mercury amalgamation
process to recover the gold after the ore was crushed.
In__lgi|3Fj Keys was sentenced to a term in San Quenton Prison and his mill closed. In
194? W**l9fe> one °f Keys 1 sons used the mill for about a year and a half. It remained
idle from 19U9 until the spring of 1966 when Keys, now paroled and pardoned, reopened
the mill and operated it briefly, perhaps as much for sentimental as for practical
reasons. It then shut down for the last time, although the plant is sufficiently complete
that with a small investment of time and labor it could again be made operable.
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